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Abercrombie, Barbara Mattes. Cat-Man's Daughter. Harper, 1981. 79-2676. Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-020030-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020031-6. 154 p. Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed.
$8.89.
Kate's father is a television star on the West Coast, her mother (divorced) is in
R New York, and Kate feels like a ping-pong ball when she's shipped back and forth.
5-7 Her only security is in being with Riley, her grandmother, so Kate's delighted when
her grandmother creeps into Daddy's house at midnight and steals her away. "Kid-
napping," the headlines scream, and they bring Mom in on the next westbound flight.
In the ensuing battle, both parents concede that it might be best for Kate to live with
Riley, which is exactly what both Kate and Riley want. In a first novel for young
people, Abercrombie shows both wit and compassion; although some of the charac-
ters seem overdrawn, they are not stereotypes. The same tendency, exaggerating for
effect yet staying within the bounds of credibility, is seen also in the setting and
structure for the story: the arranged kidnapping by a grandmother of her son's child
from his home is barely believable, and the eccentric collection of people living at the
grandmother's house (the setting for much of the book) is engaging but a bit far-
fetched. The author carries all this off by a combination of good style, humor, and the
establishment of sympathetic characters.
Adler, Carole S. The Cat That Was Left Behind. Houghton/Clarion, 1981. 80-28123. ISBN
0-395-31020-2. 146p. $8.95.
After a series of foster homes, thirteen-year-old Chad had few expectations and
R fewer illusions about people; these new ones seemed nice, but he knew it wouldn't
4-6 last. Well, maybe the girl could become a friend, and the mother was trying to be
pleasant, but the father and the boy were showing off. That's the way Chad thought
of them: the father, the girl. As the summer passes, Chad finds the family supportive
in both his problems: protecting the stray cat he's taken under his wing, and adjusting
to the fact, finally inescapable, that he's never going to live with his mother. (Chad's
illegitimate, and his mother has been told by her new husband that she must never see
the boy again.) The family sees Chad's misery when his mother's letter comes, and
are patient when he then debates accepting their offer to adopt him. The story,
although it moves in a fairly predictable direction, is smoothly written, is perceptive
in the characterizations and relationships, and particularly deft in the depiction of
Chad's irresponsible, flighty mother as seen through his loving eyes-he thinks of her
only as kind, and trusts in the fact that she won't reject him even when it is crystal-
clear to readers that she has long ago done so. The realization, when the summer
ends, that his cat doesn't need him parallels Chad's acceptance of the fact that he
must stop daydreaming about his mother and form new bonds.
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Adoff, Arnold. OUTside INside Poems: illus. by John Steptoe. Lothrop, 1981. 79-22168.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41942-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51942-3. 29p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
In a poem that has story elements although it is not a narrative poem, Adoff muses
Ad through the mind of a boy who loves to eat, loves to play baseball, and is torn
3-5 between his feelings of youthful inadequacy and his feelings of ebullient confidence.
Thus, in a measure, he speaks for all childhood. The poem, at times flowing and at
other times angular, is illustrated by black and white drawings that effectively com-
bine realistic portraits and stylized details of the boy's imaginative flights; deft as
they are (Steptoe has matured as an artist) they are weakened on some pages by the
dappling that is so effective in creating contours and shadows at a distance but that
does not clarify at close range.
Armitage, Ronda. Ice Creams for Rosie; illus. by David Armitage. Andre Deutsch, 1981.
81-67100. ISBN 0-233-97361-3. 28p. $9.95.
The keeper of a general store that specializes in ice cream, Rosie is one of the most
M popular people on the small island of Kotuku. When there's a prolonged heat spell
K-2 and the ice cream runs out, Rosie has some flown over and dropped by parachute;
when the ropes holding the cartons break, the ice cream is widely scattered. Every-
one on the island joins in rescuing the cartons, and when it's over, Rosie serves free
ice cream to all. The text is stiff; the dialogue is all in cartoon-style balloons, some of
it between people, some of it comments by passing birds. The line and wash drawings
are exuberant in color and movement, casual rather than polished, and crowded on
some pages. The story line isn't hackneyed, but it's slight, Rosie's dilemma about
how to get the ice cream delivered being precipitated by the not-quite credible stub-
bornness of the elderly captain who usually makes the delivery but refuses to change
his delivery schedule.
Arrick, Fran. Chernowitz! Bradbury, 1981. 81-7712. ISBN 0-87888-190-5. 165p. $8.95.
Bob Cherno, who tells the story, is fifteen, and he looks back on his whole experi-
R ence with Emmett Sundback with bitter candor. Sundback is a bully and a bigot, a
7-10 classmate who advanced from sneering and blustering to a hate campaign that drew
other classmates into overt antisemitism that made Bob a bewildered victim. Only
when his parents were exposed did Bob tell them the whole story, and the book ends
with two scenes: first, a dramatic and open confrontation at a school meeting and,
second, a scene alone between Emmett and Bob. It is the latter that is the message of
the book, for Emmett is totally unaffected by the concentration camp scenes (film)
that have sent other students, weeping or nauseated, from the assembly; in fact, he
still taunts and jeers. Bob concludes: "There was nothing I could do to him that
would make him change except kill him. And even if I could do that it wouldn't kill
his ideas ... Or any other bigot... I know it's all thoughtless and mindless ... But it
hurt so much. It hurt so much I wanted to do something about it." Effective, affec-
tive, honest, and perceptive.
Avi. Who Stole the Wizard of Oz? illus. by Derrek James. Knopf, 1981. 81-884. Paper ed.
ISBN 0-394-84644-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94644-8. 116p. Paper ed. $1.95; Library
ed. $4.99.
Toby, who tells the story, describes the way he and his twin sister Becky become
Ad involved in the disappearance of some old children's books that were supposed to
3-5 have been in a sale at the local library. Since the librarian suspects Becky, the twins
feel they must find the real culprit. What they discover is that someone knows of a
treasured legacy; what they have to do is figure out where the treasure is and plant
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clues so that whoever took the books originally will find the clues, come for the
treasure, and be caught, thus clearing Becky's name. This has plenty of action, it is
written in a brisk and competent style, and it has some suspense; it is weakened by
the contrived story line and the indefatigable perspicacity of the children.
Bargar, Gary W. What Happened to Mr. Forster? Houghton/Clarion, 1981. 80-28259. ISBN
0-395-31021-0. 17 1p. $8.95.
Tired of his babyish nickname, "Billy Lou," Louis Lamb is determined that things
R are going to be different now that he's in sixth grade. The time is 1958, the place is
5-7 Kansas City, the speaker is Louis, and there is something new and different in his
life: Mr. Forster, the teacher who helps Louis realize that he can write and who
coaches him in softball. What happens to Mr. Forster is that, instigated by the
vindictive remarks of a woman whose daughter is the only child left out of a party
given by one of the boys in the class, the rumor that he is homosexual spreads. And,
after Mr. Forster has been fired, Louis goes to visit him and learns that it is true-but
he also knows that it has never been a factor in his relationship with his teacher. Mr.
Forster lives with another man whom he loves, he explains. The writing in this first
novel has style and substance, emerging convincingly from Louis' viewpoint and
establishing-without overstressing-the unhappy situation of a rarely good teacher
who loses his position because of personal aspects of his life.
Bauer, Caroline Feller. My Mom Travels a Lot; illus. by Nancy Winslow Parker. Warne, 1981.
81-2296. ISBN 0-7232-6203-9. 32p. $8.95.
Framed pictures, tidily drawn in pencil and crayon, show a slightly scruffy little girl
Ad who is the speaker, the text being a monologue in which the child describes the good
K-3 and bad things about Mom being away. Nice to go to the airport, or to eat out more
often with Dad, and nice to get postcards and phone calls but not so nice that Mom
missed the school play and the birth of the puppies. Mom's missed, but she always
comes back. The style is simple, the action minimal but probably as much as could be
expected given the structure. This may have the appeal of a familiar situation for
some children; for others the concept of a stay-at-home father and a peripatetic
mother may stretch their minds beyond the stereotypical parental roles.
Bethancourt, T. Ernesto. Doris Fein: The Mad Samurai. Holiday House, 1981. 81-4041. ISBN
0-8234-0431-5. 128p. $8.95.
In a fourth story about Doris Fein, an eighteen-year-old college student whose
R investigative exploits never seem to interfere with her studies, she's again joined by
7-10 her friend Carl Suzuki (also able to get away from his job just in time for each book)
as they help solve a new mystery. Who has murdered multimillionaire Ben Grannis?
The prime suspect is Carl's cousin Akira, who is a Samurai swordmaster, and whose
father was cheated by Grannis. Doris manages to get into a dangerous confrontation
with the murderer before the case is solved. Like the earlier books, this is briskly
paced, written with light humor, and unusual in the depiction of police and detectives
as intelligent, cultured people. The plot is believable but at times not easily believ-
able, as in the ending here, when a character who was in earlier books but has not
played a part in this one dies, leaving Doris several millions and some promises to
keep-a clear set-up for another book.
Bible, adaptations. Jonah; illus. by Kurt Mitchell. Crossway Books, 1981. ISBN 0-89107-
224-1. 24p. $9.95.
Although the illustrations for this adaptation, from the New International Version,
of a part of the Old Testament have some technical proficiency, they denigrate the
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NR dignity of the Biblical story by having characters who are shown as animals. Jonah is
K-2 a mouse, the King of Nineveh is a cat. Jonah is swallowed by a fish rather than a
whale, in accordance with the text of the version on which this picture book is based,
a version that is simplified and modernized to the detriment of style and tradition.
Bible, adaptations. Noah's and Namah's Ark; ad. by Charlotte Pomerantz: illus. by Kelly K.
M. Carson. Holt, 1981. 80-14595. ISBN 0-03-057629-6. 34p. $9.95.
Although the pattern of events in this variant of the Old Testament story follows
Ad that of the original, the invented dialogue, the invented details (every pair of animals
3-4 has produced a child; Noah's wife and his three daughters-in-law are all pregnant, for
example, by the end of the voyage) and the occasionally flippant tone add a frivolous
note. The text is in rhyme, often faulty metrically, and the illustrations seem busy
with detail although they are technically proficient.
Bober, Natalie S. A Restless Spirit; The Story of Robert Frost. Atheneum, 1981. 80-23930.
ISBN 0-689-30801-9. 197p. $10.95.
Bober gives a balanced treatment to Frost's life and his work, beginning with a
Ad description of Frost's childhood in San Francisco, a childhood in which his father's
7-9 drunken violence was a dominating factor. With his death at the age of thirty-four,
William Frost's family moved to the New England countryside with which so much
of Robert Frost's poetry is identified. This is a fairly candid biography that makes it
quite clear that Frost's ambivalence about teaching versus writing was to the dis-
advantage of his wife and children; it is respectful toward his work, but not adulatory.
The weakness of the book is in the style rather than the tone, with occasional
conjectural remarks like "As the train pulled out of the station Rob must have
blinked back tears . .. " or, "Rob was probably thinking of the many happy
times. .. ." No sources or bibliography are given.
Bowe, Frank. Comeback: Six Remarkable People Who Triumphed Over Disability. Harper,
1981. 80-8195. ISBN 0-06-010489-9. 17 2p. $12.50.
Bowe, who has himself adjusted to the handicap of deafness, describes six men and
R women who have not only adjusted to their disabilities, but who have also been
8- signally successful in their chosen careers. Although Bowe describes events from his
subjects' viewpoints and frequently cites their comments, this is descriptive narrative
rather than edited interviews; the writing style is forthright, the tone candid. The
profiles give well-balanced accounts of the personal and professional lives, the obsta-
cles and the triumphs, of a poet, a physicist, a restaurant worker, a neurochemist, a
social activist, and a sex counselor who works with the handicapped. Sources of
additional information are cited, and a bibliography that includes background in-
formation as well as works by some of the six subjects of the book is provided.
Burs, Marilyn. The Hanukkah Book; illus. by Martha Weston. Four Winds, 1981. 80-27935.
ISBN 0-590-07672-8. 121p. $8.95.
Burs begins by giving a detailed account of the relations between the Jews and
Ad their several conquerors (from the time of Alexander) and ends this historical section
5-9 by describing the battles that culminated in a victory over the Syrians. Hanukkah
celebrates this victory, focusing on the light given out by the oil lamp that so mysteri-
ously burned for eight days in the temple when there seemed to be only enough oil for
one day. The rest of the book contains recipes for special foods, descriptions of
holiday observances and games, instructions for making projects related to Hanuk-
kah, and songs. The book concludes with a lengthy discussion of the various ways in
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which Jews ignore or celebrate Christmas, including four specific arguments (on both
sides of the subject) that at times seem addressed to children ("You might ask your
parents . . .") and at times to adults ("Talk about the holiday, especially with
children, so that they can learn .. ."), a minor weakness in a book that should be
useful in general or special education collections, despite this and despite the fact that
the author does not always distinguish between fact and theory. It is capably orga-
nized, adequately illustrated with occasionally-awkward line drawings, and so com-
prehensive in scope as to be diffuse.
Butterworth, William E. Flunking Out. Four Winds, 1981. 81-2316. ISBN 0-590-07747-3. 216p.
$9.95.
Brash, bright, and believable, Charley spends so much time working and writing
R for the college paper in his first term that he is put on probation and then suspended
7-10 for breaking a college rule: he and his buddy, Eddie, have moved into an off-campus
apartment. Charley refuses to work for his father, gets a series of ill-paid manual
jobs, and finally gets a newspaper job as a copy editor. He knows, and his English
professor knows, that Charley will be back in college soon. This isn't didactic about
an education (Eddie quits school because it's too hard for him); it isn't patterned
(Eddie gets the girl Charley loves), and it's told with a fine fresh wit and flair.
Campbell, Patricia J. Passing the Hat: Street Performers in America; illus. with photographs
by Alice Belkin. Delacorte, 1981. 81-65502. Paper ed. ISBN 0-440-06824-X; Library
ed. ISBN 0-440-06833-9. 260p. Paper ed. $7.95; Library ed. $14.95.
The tradition of busking, or performing in the open, is an ancient one; today it is
R often banned or rigidly controlled, flourishing in the United States in only four cities
7-10 (Boston, New Orleans, New York, and San Francisco) although it is sporadic
elsewhere. The authors give some general material about buskers-particularly the
special advantages and disadvantages of street performance-but arrange most of
their material by type of performance: individual musicians, musical groups, jugglers,
magicians, et cetera. Within this format the text consists primarily of accounts of
individual performers, with a considerable amount of quoted comments. The writing
is informed, sympathetic, marred occasionally by sudden shifts of topic or by the
repetitive nature of the material; the book is based on thorough research and gives a
full account of a little-explored subject.
Chaikin, Miriam. Light Another Candle: The Story and Meaning ofHanukkah; illus. by Demi.
Clarion, 1981. 80-28137. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-395-31026-1; Paper ed. ISBN 0-
89919-057-X. 80p. Hardcover ed. $9.95. Paper ed. $3.95.
Scarlet-tinted black and white drawings of small figures are used in varied ways: on
Ad separate pages of illustration, on pages with print, or as borders; although they might
3-5 be called proficient rather than distinguished, the illustrations are so combined with
print as to achieve distinctive pages. The material is much the same as that of the
Burns book, reviewed above, although the latter is for a slightly older audience.
Here, also, is a historical section that gives details about the victory that Hanukkah
celebrates, and facts about customs and observances of the holiday. The weakness
here is in the author's acceptance of theory as fact: the "miracle" of the oil that
burned for eight days is, according to scholars, only one of several theories, the use
of such flat statements as "The Jews were made strong by their faith in God," or the
generalization on the death of Antiochus: "No one was sorry." A glossary, a
chronology of the temple in Jerusalem, a brief bibliography, and an index are ap-
pended.
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Chester, Deborah. The Sign of the Owl. Four Winds, 1981. 80-69998. ISBN 0-590-07729-5.
219p. $9.95.
In a story set in medieval France, Wint, the fifteen-year-old son of the Duke of
Ad Gaumont, becomes a refugee after his father is slain in an attack by the duke's
7-9 ruthless brother, Lord Claude. In the course of Wint's efforts to find the sacred
sword Scamoural, without which nobody can rule Gaumont, Wint picks up a com-
panion, a headstrong girl whose arrogance is equalled by her courage, who is also
fleeing a tyrant (her brother, an English duke), and who eventually settles as a
member of the Gaumont court. This is after Wint fights bravely, is captured by his
uncle, discovers his father is still alive, and so on: a predictable, all-ends-tied ending.
There's little that's innovative in the plot, but the story is competently written, has
plenty of action and an occasional mQment of humor, and has two sympathetic
adolescents as protagonists.
Cobb, Vickie. The Secret Life of School Supplies; illus. by Bill Morrison. Lippincott, 1981.
81-47108. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-31924-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31925-8. 8 2p.
Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.89.
Although Cobb provides information about how ink, writing instruments, paper,
R adhesives, and rubber were developed and are made, she goes beyond that to suggest
4-7 home experiments that indicate what the scientific principles are that make each of
the simple and familiar objects so perfectly suited to its use. For example, there's
some historical material about paper, instructions for making rag paper and other
kinds, comments on the properties of paper that make it unique, facts about how
paper is manufactured-all of this with experiments or demonstrations interposed.
The writing style is direct and clear, the instructions and explanations for experi-
ments lucid.
Cole, Brock. Nothing But a Pig; written and illus. by Brock Cole. Doubleday, 1981. 80-8643.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-17063-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-17064-5. 28p. Trade ed.
$9.95; Library ed. $10.90.
Ink and watercolor, Brock's illustrations have a vernal, pastel look that is
Ad alleviated by the humorous details and expressive faces of his characters. They are
K-2 considerably more effective than the story, in which a conceited pig thinks he's better
than the owner who's loved him as a friend, and leaves him to go off with a more
impressive looking man, Mr. Grabble. The pig gets into Grabble's house, puts on a
suit of his clothes, is mistaken for an uncle due to arrive for a visit on the following
day, goes to the bank (he also plays the harmonium) and is in the office when his
original owner comes in to say he'd made a mistake. The pig gives Grabble money
out of his (Grabble's) pocket to redeem himself and goes happily off with the man
who is his true friend. (Grabble had planned on butchering the pig.) The fact that the
pig is taken for Grabble's uncle by everyone is not convincing; the writing style is
amicably fluffy, but the fantasy doesn't quite come off.
Cristini, Ermanno, illus. In My Garden; illus. by Ermanno Cristini and Luigi Puricelli.
Neugebauer Press, 1981. ISBN 0-907234-05-4. 24p. $8.95.
Three introductory paragraphs precede a wordless book in which a series of pic-
Ad tures shows the flora and fauna of a garden. Some of the creatures are easily seen,
K-3 others are well-camouflaged, so that this has a game element. There is no story line,
so that the book has a static quality. The paintings are realistically detailed, espe-
cially in the paintings of small life forms; color and composition are often striking.
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de Messieres, Nicole. Reina the Galgo. Elsevier/Nelson, 1981. 81-9768. ISBN 0-525-66749-0.
211p. $10.25.
The story is told in retrospect by Colette, whose family had acquired Reina as an
Ad ungainly pup ("galgo" is a greyhound) when they were living in Peru. Reina is not
7-9 happy in a crowded Washington apartment, and Colette, who finds apartment life
restrictive, is unhappy too; when they move to a rambling house in the countryside
both enjoy their freedom. Visiting a friend in Miami, Colette sees greyhounds racing;
she returns home with a wounded dog whose owner was going to have him put down.
So Reina has a mate, and eventually is impregnated. Reina and all but one of her
young die when she's bitten by a snake, a snake she's attacked to save Colette's life.
Characterization is adequate, as is the writing style; the novel lacks form, however,
and focus.
Domanska, Janina, ad. A Scythe, a Rooster, and a Cat; ad. and illus. by Janina Domanska.
Greenwillow, 1981. 80-17445. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80308-3. Library ed. ISBN 0-
688-84308-5. 29p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
A retelling of a Russian folktale is illustrated by handsome paintings, their soft,
R muted colors a foil for the strong design that combines stylized forms and folk art
K-2 motifs. The tale is like a triptych, the three parts related in theme but separate. To his
three sons, a Russian father has bequeathed the three objects of the book's title. In
each case a son makes a fortune by using his legacy, for each sells what he owns to a
wealthy man after demonstrating its use. One must, as reader or listener, accept the
fact that neither the cat nor the rooster (to say nothing of the scythe) is familiar to
people. The story is intrinsically weak in structure, since the three parts remain
separate, but it is adequately told.
Drake, Elizabeth. The Last Score. Four Winds, 1981. 81-65908. ISBN 0-590-07796-1. 183p.
$9.95.
Boy meets girl, but neither is a typical teenager, in this chock-a-block-with-
NR problems contemporary novel. Fifteen-year-old Tasha has been helping her father
8-10 since she was seven; he's a burglar. Her mother periodically takes off for other places
and other men; Tasha calls her Suzy Slut. Toby is savagely abused by his mother and
her lover. Both Tasha and Toby drink, smoke pot, break school rules, are hostile
toward authority. The only person at school, where much of the action is set, who
can identify with troubled adolescents is the school counselor. The "last score" of
the title is a reference to the burglarizing of the counselor's house by Tasha and
Toby, who want money because, having fallen in love and become lovers, they plan
to run away together. They change their minds after talking to a kindly black trucker
who knows of an elderly couple who'd like to take Toby in. He decides to go, Tasha
decides she'll stay home even if her mother comes back, and the book ends with
Tasha on her way to put back the counselor's money. This is a weak story, not
because of the plot (although it's labored) or the freely-sprinkled vulgarisms, but
because it's so over-stuffed with problems and rancor and violence and anger that it's
not credible.
Ephron, Delia. Teenage Romance: or How to Die ofEmbarrassment; illus. by Edward Koren.
Viking, 1981. 81-411. ISBN 0-670-69503-3. 109p. $9.95.
The do's and don't's of adolescent behavior are recorded in a tongue-in-cheek
R guidance book that is right on target in describing the pendulum swing of teenage
8-10 emotions, the concerns of those self-focused years, and the passion with which those
concerns are expressed. This is frank and funny, using the language that teenagers
use, and poking sympathetic fun that may make them better able to laugh at them-
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selves. Few girls, for example, would be likely to read the hilarious "How to Attend
a Slumber Party" without a rueful giggle; the concerns range from such social guid-
ance to more serious problems like boy-girl relations (from both viewpoints) or the
generation gap-all treated lightly but effectively.
Freschet, Bernice. Bernard and the Catnip Caper; illus. by Gina Freschet. Scribner, 1981.
81-5322. ISBN 0-684-17157-0 37p. $9.95.
Bernard, the Beacon Hill mouse, is living a peaceful life after his adventures
R (Bernard of Scotland Yard) when a rock crashes through his window, the attached
K-3 note informing him that his friend Catnip, the house cat, has been catnapped. Our
hero musters the help of his siblings and of the outdoor cat, Tiger II, and they go with
the ransom (clams) to rescue Catnip. Turns out that the house cat, bored, had sent
the note himself. However, since other cats had joined the party and turned it into a
fight, Catnip was glad to go back to being bored. This has lively pencil illustrations,
humorous if not polished. The story has good structure in the sense of conflict/
resolution but has a less impressive story line; the writing style is light and flowing.
Gantschev, Ivan. The Volcano; written and illus. by Ivan Gantschev. Neugebauer Press, 1981.
ISBN 0-907234-03-8. 28p. $9.95.
Softly blurred, the watercolor paintings of an oversize picture book are textured,
M inventive, and stylized. They illustrate a weak text in folktale style: a giant, evil crab
K-3 living under an island waterfall hates a volcano, persuades a river to "drill down" to
the volcano's heart; rather than putting out the fire, the water precipitates an explo-
sion. The crab is sent flying through the air; the island, with a new lake below the
waterfall, is lovelier than ever. (Tag: "Whenever I hear of some other volcano ... I
wonder whether perhaps Brok. .. .") A slight text, handsome pictures.
Hasler, Eveline. Martin Is Our Friend; illus. by Dorothea Desmarowitz. Abingdon, 1981.
81-4853. ISBN 0-687-23650-9. 24p. $6.95.
Realistic illustrations, soft in tones and treatment, show a world slightly simplified
M and idealized in an effective extension of a text that is serious in theme but trite in
2-4 structure and development. Martin is a retarded child who attends a special educa-
tion class in a public school; the neighborhood children jeer at him or ignore him
when he is in the outdoor play area at home. All of this changes when Martin soothes
a runaway horse; he had learned to ride when his class took a field trip to a farm. The
story ends abruptly: after the rescue of the horse, the children wait for Martin to
return and, "On the way home, everyone listens as Martin tells them about Aurora."
If this is a transient respect, the story has little point except to clarify the facts that
retarded children share in the pleasures other children enjoy and that there are tasks
at which they may be successful; if the ending is meant as a prognosis for the future,
it reduces the story to the formulaic acceptance pattern, i.e. a child (or pet, or adult)
who is an outsider becomes suddenly acceptable because of prowess. This sort of
Instant Success negates the theory of the worth of the individual, so that young
readers may assume (contrary to the worthy aims of the author) that unless he or she
does perform some feat, a retarded child is indeed to be scorned.
Hawkins, Robert. The Christmas Tree Farm; illus. with photographs. Messner, 1981. 81-
11060. ISBN 0-671-34022-0. 64p. $8.29.
The text begins with a discussion of how the custom of decorating a tree that had
Ad been brought indoors began, noting the connection with pagan observations of the
4-6 season. Most of the text is devoted to a description of how commercial tree farms are
run, with trees being brought in to city tree lots or being available on a cut-your-own
basis on the tree farm. The text does not give advice on type of tree but does suggest
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ways of caring for trees and disposing of them. Moderately informative, probably
useful, but with little that is not available elsewhere, the book is written in a dry, at
times oversimplified style. A glossary and an index are appended.
Heide, Florence Parry. Treehorn's Treasure; illus. by Edward Gorey. Holiday House, 1981.
81-4043. ISBN 0-8234-0425-0. 60p. $7.95.
Macabre and elegant, Gorey's sophisticated line drawings are perfectly suited to
R the dry wit of the story, a pointed commentary on the manifold imperfections of
3-6 human communication, particularly on those adults who hear children but don't
really listen. It's true that in the course of the story there is one fanciful fact that
listeners dismiss whenever Treehorn tries to tell them that the leaves on a tree in his
yard are turning into dollar bills, but that's the crux of the story. This is Heide at her
best.
Hickman, Janet. The Thunder-Pup. Macmillan, 1981. 81-2614. ISBN 0-02-743770-1. 114p.
$8.95.
In a sequel to The Stones (reviewed in the March, 1977 issue) Hickman produces
R another warm story of an extended family. This time the story is told from the
4-6 viewpoint of the younger child, Linnie; Linnie is just about to have her tenth birthday
and has convinced herself that she must be getting the one thing she wants: a dog.
She is, in fact, secretly hiding and feeding two puppies in an abandoned garage, since
she knows her great-aunt won't have a dog in the house. Like Linnie, one of the pups
is terrified by thunder, and Darla is disdainful. Darla, a year older than Linnie, has
been a house guest (to accommodate her parents, friends of Linnie's parents) and
she's disdainful about almost everything, a real thorn in Linnie's side. At the end of
the story, Linnie's parents announce they have bought a house; Linnie is saddened
by the prospect of leaving her grandfather and great-aunt, with whom she's always
lived, but cheered by the fact that now she can have her pup. She's also cheered by
learning that the sneering Darla is terrified by animals, i.e. most children have fears of
some kind. No great drama here, but a realistic story with good pace, sturdy charac-
ters, and a satisfying ending in which a child's adaptability is nicely balanced by her
love of the dear and familiar.
Hoban, Lillian. Arthur's Funny Money; written and illus. by Lillian Hoban. Harper, 1981.
80-7903. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022343-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022344-8. 64 p. (I Can
Read Books) Trade ed. $7.25; Library ed. $7.89.
Arthur and his little sister Violet, those beguiling chimpanzees, again work out a
R problem in cooperation and sharing; this time Arthur is stumped by simple arithme-
1-2 tic, which as usual he won't admit. He's trying to earn money to buy a shirt and cap
like those the other members of the frisbee team have, and at Violet's suggestion, he
sets up a bike-wash business. The colorful, casual drawings have vitality and humor,
and they're a nice match for the light, ingenuous tone of the simply written text.
Hodgman, Ann. Skystars: The History of Women in Aviation; written by Ann Hodgman and
Rudy Djabbaroff. Atheneum, 1981. 81-5075. ISBN 0-689-30870-1. 186p. illus. with
photographs. $11.95.
A history of women flyers begins with those intrepid Frenchwomen who were,
R despite censure as being unladylike, participants in early balloon flights at the end of
7- the eighteenth century. The authors include all major women in aviation, and many
minor figures as well, women who were--one by one-setting new records, trying
new stunts, breaking into fields dominated by men. This gives international coverage
in text and pictures, includes the contributions of women aviators to military and
scientific projects, and closes with a chapter on women who are candidates in the
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United States for space shuttle pilots or astronauts. Interesting material, carefully
researched and compiled, is presented in a solid but not heavy text. A bibliography of
adult and juvenile titles and an index are appended.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett. Mama & Her Boys. Harper, 1981. 81-47445. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-
022578-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022579-3. 149p. Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.89.
The story is told by the elder of two young brothers, as it was in Mama (reviewed
Ad in the July, 1977 issue) but in this sequel the boys have names, Mark and Chris. They
3-5 worry because Mama might marry her boss, Mr. Jacobs, but that comes to naught;
they are more accepting of the possibility that she might marry Mr. Carlisle, the
school custodian-and indeed, by the end of the book, that's clearly imminent. This
has less vigor than the first book, a difference reflected in the cover art by Ted Lewin;
in the first book Mama was brassy, tough, vulgar, fiercely loving and lovable, while in
the sequel she's loving but protective rather than tough, boringly repetitious rather
than brassy. Perhaps because there is no deep problem here (like the anguish about
knowing Mama was a thief) the book is less affective than its predecessor; it is also
weakened somewhat by the precocity of the younger brother's conversation.
Jones, Rebecca C. Angie and Me. Macmillan, 1981. 81-4367. ISBN 0-02-747980-3. 113p. $7.95.
"Who ever heard of someone dying of swollen knees," Jenna thinks, as she waits
R for the family doctor to tell her what's wrong. She's quite unprepared for the di-
4-6 agnosis: juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. Arthritis? At age eleven? But Jenna is sent to a
hospital and finds she's scheduled for a long program of therapy and medication. She
also finds Angie, her roommate. Angie is honest, tough, friendly and more coura-
geous than Jenna knows until she finally learns how ill Angie is; she dies just before
Jenna is ready to be discharged, and it's a painful adjustment. The first-person ap-
proach is convincingly that of a pre-teenager, the hospital atmosphere and medical
facts are smoothly incorporated into the writing, and the story-although it has no
strong story line-holds interest both because of the setting and because it so vividly
conveys the change in attitude and viewpoint of one who has had a serious illness that
may prove a permanent handicap.
Kibbe, Pat. My Mother the Mayor, Maybe; illus. by Charles Robinson. Knopf, 1981. 80-29527.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84775-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94775-4. 165p. Trade ed.
$8.95; Library ed. $8.99.
It's ten-year-old Justine, called B.J., youngest of the five Pinkerton children, who
Ad is the narrator and who, like her father and her siblings, is an ardent worker in her
5-7 mother's mayoral campaign. It's clear from the start that there is some kind of
collusion between the incumbent (against whom Mrs. Pinkerton is running) and some
of the people who are supposed to be Mom's supporters. Although Mom loses, she
succeeds in bringing a major issue to public attention and is asked by the governor to
chair a committee. This has a bit of information about political strategy, some good
family relationships, and-probably most appealing to readers-plenty of humor in
dialogue and incidents. It also has a political debate in school (between B.J. and her
archenemy Tony) that doesn't quite ring true and that is imposed by a teacher (again,
improbable) who simply says, "In a few weeks, why don't we let Tony and B.J. have
a debate over the issues?" Fun, but not wholly convincing.
King, Clive. Ninny's Boat; map by Ian Newsham. Macmillan, 1981. 81-8121. ISBN 0-02-
750680-0. 245p. $9.95.
Using an ingenious first-person approach, King depicts fifth century Britain from
R the viewpoint of Ninny, who can remember nothing of his early years save a non-
5-8 sense rhyme. A little-valued slave, Ninny is laughed at when he blurts out the sug-
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gestion that his captors, threatened by flood, build a big enough boat to carry every-
body to the Isles of Ocean. The situation has dramatic tension and is developed with
good pace as the clues grow by which the reader becomes oriented-as does
Ninny-to the place and time. While Ninny learns something of himself (the "non-
sense" rhyme was a counting rhyme in the language of his people) and gains con-
fidence as he adventures and solves problems, the theme is a timeless one: there are
situations in which anyone may be a persecuted minority. And there's a timeless
message about brotherhood, suggested by Ninny (who discovers his origins and the
fact that his name is Ninian) in a story that has action, humor, lively characters, and
an informally fluent style of writing.
Knox-Wagner, Elaine. The Oldest Kid; illus. by Gail Owens. Whitman, 1981. 81-294. ISBN
0-8075-5986-5. 27p. $6.50.
Realistic drawings, tinted a soft yellow, illustrate a plaintive monologue by a girl
R who looks, in the illustrations, to be about nine or ten. She recalls her feelings of
K-3 dethronement when a baby brother was born, resents her parents' high expectations
for good behavior, and is especially irked because she has to wait for food at a family
picnic: the table seats ten, the children eat first, and there are eleven cousins, of
whom she is the oldest. She wanders off to talk to Grandpa and stays to help him fix
his old, beloved car; when they go off on a test drive, the other children beg for a ride
and are refused. Later, Grandpa promises them. So, for once, being the oldest brings
a reward. The style is light, convincingly shaped to a child's vocabulary and view-
point; while the book is intended for younger children who may not be able to
sympathize with the position of the oldest sibling or cousin, it may help that age
group understand, since they often tend to think of older children as the favored
ones.
Kojima, Naomi. The Flying Grandmother; written and illus. by Naomi Kojima. T. Y. Crowell,
1981. 81-43030. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04142-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04143-8.
28p. Trade ed. $7.25; Library ed. $6.89.
Very small scale pen-and-ink sketches, some in frames and some free on the page,
Ad tell a story in a wordless picture book; each sketch is numbered, and occasionally the
2-4 order of the numbering moves up and down on the page. The story is about a child
who finds she can fly, flies to her grandmother and discovers that she, too, has a pair
of detachable wings, and they are off on an adventure that includes being mistaken
for three thieves and then capturing the three (by lasso), after which the girl and her
grandmother fly off, presumably to another part of the world. Mildly funny, but not
always clear: for example, in one drawing the grandmother seems to be holding ropes
that constrain three groups of thieves, three in each group. Occasionally the artist
uses symbols: for example, an "X" over a pair of wings indicates that the child is
being told not to fly, an indication that the pictures don't quite tell the story on their
own.
Kooiker, Leonie. Legacy of Magic; tr. from the Dutch by Patricia Crampton; illus. by Carl
Hollander. Morrow, 1981. 81-11013. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00721-X; Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-00722-8. 224p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
A sequel to The Magic Stone, this pliant translation reflects the author's style and
R humor admirably, blending the direct, ingenuous tone and sophisticated wit nicely.
3-5 Here the protagonist of the first book, Chris, is spending the summer with the crabby
witch to whom he is apprenticed; the other major figure of the book is Alec, his
friend. Alec, spending the summer with his grandfather, has no idea that Chris has
supernatural powers, although he knows that Chris is deeply interested in the book of
magic that Alec's grandfather has. There's magic and buried treasure to appeal to
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readers, two likeable boys heading a cast of diverse and believable characters, humor
in dialogue, and a tight story line that develops at a good pace.
Krementz, Jill. How It Feels When a Parent Dies. Knopf, 1981. 80-8808. ISBN 0-394-51911-6
112p. illus. with photographs. $9.95.
The author has used the same combination of taped interviews and handsome
R photographs (although fewer of them) as she did in her series on young performers.
5-8 Eighteen children between the ages of seven to sixteen speak with candor about their
experiences and emotions when a father or mother died (some by accident, some by
their own hand, some because of an illness) and on their reactions to various aspects
of bereavement: how they wish people had treated them, or how their feelings have
changed with the passage of time. This is a sad book, but it is too honest, as the
children speak, to be morbid, and it may well prove both consoling to readers who
have also lost a parent and clarifying to all readers who feel ambivalence or confusion
or guilt about their reactions to death.
Lasky, Kathryn. The Night Journey; illus. by Trina Schart Hyman. Warne, 1981. 81-2225.
ISBN 0-7232-6201-2. 150p. $8.95.
Like Leonard Fisher's A Russian Farewell (reviewed in the May, 1981 issue) this
R describes the escape of a Jewish family from the persecutions and pogroms of Tsarist
4-6 Russia. The story is illustrated with black and white drawings, strong in line and
composition, realistic in approach, but romantic in feeling; it is told as a story-
within-a-story, as thirteen-year-old Rachel learns, bit by bit, what her great-
grandmother went through as a child. The two parts of the story are deftly woven
together, with the contemporary scenes having enough humor and characterization
to give them substance but not so much that they detract from the drama of Nana
Sashie's exciting tale.
Lawson, Don. The War in Vietnam. Watts, 1981. 81-3064. ISBN 0-531-04331-2. 83p. illus. with
photographs. $7.40.
Lawson begins his survey by giving the historical background of the Indochinese
R peninsula, with the vacuum left after the French defeat being filled in part by the
7-10 American "advisors" who were sent by Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy before
we were officially at war with North Vietnam. The text goes on to describe the Gulf
of Tonkin resolution which brought the U.S. into open conflict, and the long and
tragic struggle that led to "Peace Without Honor," the final chapter of a well-
balanced, serious, and objective account of the longest war in United States history,
a war the aftermath of which had political repercussions that extended to Watergate.
This isn't extensively detailed, but it's a fine resume; an index and a bibliography are
appended.
Littledale, Freya. The Magic Plum Tree: Based on a Tale from Jataka; illus. by Enrico Aro.
Crown, 1981. 81-2857. ISBN 0-517-54166-1. 32p. $7.95.
This doesn't have the succinct style or the fabular structure (ending with an appo-
Ad site comment or moral) of the original Jataka tale, given in Ellen Babbitt's More
K-3 Jataka Tales as "The Red-bud Tree," but it is adequately adapted, if a bit extended
by dialogue, here. The illustrations, tinted a soft pink and deep blue-green, are
handsome and decorative in the stylized tradition of Oriental art. A king takes each of
his four sons to see a plum tree, and each has a different impression; the king points
out that each has seen it at a different time of year, so that one has seen bare
branches, another green leaves, a third the plum blossoms, and a fourth the fruit. As
in the story of the blind men and the elephant, the moral is that to see a part is not to
comprehend the whole.
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MacDonald, George. The Christmas Stories of George MacDonald; illus. by Linda Hill
Griffith. David C. Cook, 1981. 81-68187. ISBN 0-89191-491-9. 94p. $11.95.
A selection of stories and poems, most of both in abridged form, includes three
Ad tales hitherto unpublished in picture book form: "The Gifts of the Child Christ,"
4-6 "My Uncle Peter," and "A Scot's Christmas Story." As might be expected, the
sentimentality and piety of the Victorian period pervade the book so that, while it has
a seasonal appeal, some readers may not be wholly comfortable with the little orphan
who's gathered to kind Uncle Peter's heart with rapturous oratory or with brave little
Nelly, who goes off alone to Edinburgh to rescue her big brother from the rough
drinking companions who are keeping him from coming home to their frail, ill
mother. Nevertheless, the stories have good structure and narrative flow, and the
book is a nice period piece, the contemporary illustrations modulated to match the
sentiment of the text, in water-colors that meticulously and brightly are filled with
appropriate details of costume and setting.
MacGregor, Anne. Skyscrapers: A Project Book; written and illus. by Anne and Scott Mac-
Gregor. Lothrop, 1981. 81-342. Paper ed. ISBN 0-688-00365-6; Library ed. ISBN
0-688-00368-00. 56p. Paper ed. $5.95; Library ed. $9.55.
Precise architectural drawings illustrate a description of early skyscrapers, various
R improved methods of construction, principles that have dictated construction
5-9 methods, changing materials and styles, and the emergence of precast parts and
standardized sizes. The illustrations usually are placed so that textual links are clear;
occasionally the lack of labels or captions may evoke confusion. The writing is clear,
the coverage good; the book also contains step-by-step (albeit separated within the
volume) instructions for making a replica of a skyscraper.
McLean, Susan. Pennies for the Piper. Farrar, 1981. 81-4073. ISBN 0-374-35791-9. 150p.
$9.95.
A little heavy on the tremolo, but still touching, this bravely pathetic story of a
Ad child's adjustment to death has a stately pace and a good style, with smooth narrative
5-7 flow and careful structure. Victoria is ten, fatherless, and aware that her young
mother has so bad a heart condition that she can't live long. When Mums dies,
Victoria spends the money meant for her bus fare to Aunt Millicent's on a lavish
floral spray. She tells nobody of the death (Mums had made all funeral arrangements)
and pretends, the sole mourner at the graveside, that she is a young family friend.
Eventually the undertaker and her teacher hunt for Victoria when she disappears,
while Aunt Millicent, who by now has received the death certificate in the mail,
worries at her end. Victoria is hitch-hiking. Eventually, she reaches her aunt, is
welcomed with love and sympathy, and knows she has found a haven. Her pennies
for the piper were prepayment. She's a strong person, Victoria, perhaps just a bit too
stoic to be believable-but she's appealing. A minor weakness of the book is in the
creation of extraneous characters or incidents, like the commune family that takes
Victoria in, or the crazed, abusive mother of a friend; they pad the story rather than
giving it depth.
Mahiri, Jabari. The Day They Stole the Letter J; illus. by Dorothy Carter. Third World, 1981.
ISBN 0-88378-085-2. 29p. $8.95.
Jelani and his friend Jerome decide to call on JoJo, the barber, who is a good
M storyteller; JoJo tells them about a Haitian man accused of killing a tourist and
2-4 vindicated in a voodoo ceremony. Then, to play a joke on JoJo, the boys steal off
with a huge letter J he's carved, and they bury it to hide it. Then they discover the
letter's absence is causing strange things: Jelani's sister can't fly to Jersey city (sic)
because it's "gone from the face of the earth," and the jam disappears and a jade
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necklace does also. The boys go to retrieve the buried carving, and it's gone; then
they find that JoJo dug it up, and everything's all right. The angular, somber illustra-
tions are stylized and dramatic in black, white, and shades of gray. The text jux-
taposes reality and fantasy rather than blending them; adequately written but weak in
concept and structure, the story has an air of padded contrivance.
Morgenroth, Barbara. In Real Life, I'm Just Kate. Atheneum, 1981. 81-1421. ISBN 0-689-
30851-5. 154p. $9.95.
Sixteen-year-old Kate, the narrator, has never wanted to be an actor like her
Ad father-but when her father loses his job in a TV soap opera and she's offered ajob in
7-9 the same show, she can't resist the chance to make the money her family needs.
Basically, this is a love story: Kate falls in love with a member of the cast, im-
pulsively pays him a coast-to-coast visit after he's dropped from the show, and
discovers that he does return her love. What gives the story added interest is the
studio background, the behind the scenes chatter, the overlapping of soap characters
(whose names always appear in capital letters) and real-life characters. There's little
depth here, but the characters are believable, the style is competent, and the setting
should appeal to most readers.
Murphy, Barbara Beasley. Ace Hits the Big Time; written by Barbara Beasley Murphy and
Judie Wolkoff. Delacorte, 1981. 81-65496. ISBN 0-440-00299-0. 183p. $10.95.
The authors start with an amusing concept: a tough gang of urban adolescents is
Ad completely taken in by a few accidental touches in the narrator's appearance and
6-9 hastens to invite him to become a member of the gang. Ace (his name is Horace but
he prefers "Ace") wears an eyepatch because he has a sty and wears a red, dragon-
embroidered jacket because they've just moved and he can't find his denim jacket.
That's the believable beginning, as Ace tells it, and it's less credible as the plot moves
into the whole gang being put in a movie by some outre characters who've been
impressed by Ace from the moment they spotted him on the street. Then there's a
confrontation with some other gangs (nobody's hurt) and an unexpected reunion with
an uncle who's out of jail, and so on. The style is light and the story amusing at first,
but it moves from comedy to farce too broad to be really funny.
Myers, Walter Dean. Hoops. Delacorte, 1981. 81-65497. ISBN 0-440-03707-7. 183p. $10.95.
Seventeen-year-old Lonnie, the narrator, is a good basketball player and he knows
R it-but is he good enough to be spotted in a city championship? Good enough to get
7-10 out of the ghetto and become a pro? He has faith in his coach, but both are under
pressure to throw the final game, losing to suit financial sharks. Myers does a good
job of building tension, and just as good a job of building the relationship between
Lonnie and his coach, a bond of trust that develops slowly. At the end of the story the
coach is stabbed and dies, so the winning of the crucial game is not a formula device;
it is a lesson to Lonnie: there are rough people in the business of basketball, and if he
wants to get out of Harlem and become a pro, he'll have to cope with them.
Norton, Andre. Gryphon in Glory. Atheneum, 1981. 80-24835. ISBN 0-689-50195-1. 242p.
$9.95.
Two time-tested plot strands merge in this fantasy: one is the struggle against evil,
M against the malevolent stirrings of the Dark; the other is the struggle of a man who is
7-8 in love with his wife but denies it and spurns her advances-until the capitulation.
Some sections are told by the wife, Joisan, some by her husband Kerovan. There are
journeys and dangers and encounters and riddles and magical objects (the crystal
globe with a tiny gryphon enclosed) and dreams. And, of course, victory. The story
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ends, "I caught his head and drew him down until our lips met with a warmth which
became pure flame-to light us both-forever." The writing style is intermittently
adequate, but the trial-and-travail plot is trite, and the print eye-straining.
O'Dell, Scott. The Feathered Serpent. Houghton, 1981. 81-7888. ISBN 0-395-30851-8. 211p.
$10.95.
The young seminarian, Julian Escobar, who had come to the New World and been
R shipwrecked in The Captive (reviewed in the March, 1980 issue) is now acclaimed as
7-10 the legendary god Kukulcan by the credulous citizens of the City of Seven Serpents.
There are some who are not convinced, and one of them contributes to Julian's
entrapment when he is on a visit to the Emperor Moctezuma in his splendid city,
Tenochtitlafn. Captured, Julian and his mentor-the dwarf Cantu--are pressed into
menial service but escape and, as the story ends, Julian is homeward-bound, glad to
be addressed again as the Lord Feathered Serpent, god Kukulcan. All of the action,
color, and drama are set in the Mayan world around and against the fateful meeting of
Moctezuma and Cortes, the beginning of the end of a fabulous era. It does not,
however, seem remote, for O'Dell writes with a sense of high adventure and em-
pathetic involvement; what makes this more than just an adventure story is the
author's control of his medium.
Panek, Dennis. Detective Whoo; written and illus. by Dennis Panek. Bradbury Press, 1981.
81-7703. ISBN 0-87888-183-2. 27p. $9.95.
Save for an introductory paragraph and about twenty other words distributed
R through the pages, this is a story told by its pictures; as the hero, an owl, turns his
3-5 flashlight on odd shapes, the clues mount. Most of the lap audience may be able to
yrs. guess that it's a circus scene before Detective Whoo does. In addition to the pleasure
of feeling superior about that, children should enjoy the humor, the bright colors of
the boldly composed illustrations, and the brisk pace of the story.
Petterson, Allan Rune. Frankenstein's Aunt; tr. from the Swedish by Joan Tate. Little,
Brown, 1981. 81-2617. ISBN 0-316-703206. 125p. $7.95.
The inventive Dr. Frankenstein has disappeared, the castle in which he had his
Ad laboratory is decaying, and along comes Hanna Frankenstein, the doctor's aunt, a
6-9 very large, literal, cigar-smoking woman who is determined to clean up the family
home in Transylvania. Between them, she and her secretary, Franz, cure the habits
of Count Dracula, revive and educate the monster (he reads poetry to the villagers),
and use astronomy to channel the full-moon excesses of the man who had been a
werewolf, Dr. Talbot. It's all nicely silly and amusing, but a bit repetitive, like a Mel
Brooks spoof although not as comic; it is weakened a bit by the interpolated chapters
that describe the reactions of the villagers to each new development at the castle in
scenes that slow the pace of the story. The story closes with a happy meeting
between the monster and his prefabricated bride, plus-as Aunt Frankenstein
departs-a sudden transformation of two characters.
Peyton, K. M. Dear Fred. Philomel, 1981. 81-2615. ISBN 0-399-20813-5. 264p. $9.95.
Like hundreds of other girls and women, Laura is deeply in love with the quiet,
Ad competent jockey, Fred Archer, in a story set in England a century ago. Laura's
8-10 mother thinks her thirteen-year-old daughter's crush is ridiculous; Laura knows she
will always love dear Fred, even if she falls in love when she's older. (She does both.)
This is only in part Laura's story, for the second passionate love affair of the story is
the love between Laura's mother and her brother-in-law, the loving and sympathetic
uncle Laura herself finds more compatible than her cold, diffident father. Because of
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this adult love affair and its tragic conclusion the book has a somber note, almost the
inevitable doom of Greek tragedy. Peyton sees the complexities and the divided
loyalties in human relationships clearly and conveys them convincingly, but the
brooding tone and the slow pace may be less appealing to readers than earlier books
by this popular British author.
Pitcher, Diana, ad. Tokoloshi: African Folk-Tales; illus. by Meg Rutherford. Dawne-Leigh,
1981. 80-28470. ISBN 0-89742-049-7. 64p. $9.95.
First published in England, a selection of tales chosen by a teacher born in South
R Africa uses chiefly Bantu sources, although the adapter has given most of her
4-6 characters only Zulu names. The taleseare linked: "First Man and First Woman," a
creation story, is followed by the title story (Tokoloshi is a magical being) in which
the primal pair acquires their first animals, and in the third story, "The Calabash
Child," First Man and First Woman acquire a son, etc. Each tale is brief, smoothly
told, and dramatically structured; the book is an excellent source for storytelling or
reading aloud as well as for independent reading. The illustrations are very hand-
some, black and white scratchboard drawings that have the soft precision of Peter
Parnall's work and the drama of Leonard Everett Fisher's.
Pizer, Vernon. Take My Wordfor It. Dodd, 1981. 81-43226. ISBN 0-396-07986-5. 124p. $7.95.
A random compilation of information about men and women whose names have
Ad been incorporated into the language: Amelia Bloomer, Charles Boycott, Elihu Fris-
7-9 bee, the Earl of Derby, the Marquise de Pompadour, etc. The subjects are grouped
under rubrics that have a catch-all quality: "Thinkers and Tinkers," or "Rank and
File." The writing style is stolid, adequate but pedestrian; the subjects are interesting
but a bit overextended by extraneous material. An index gives access to the contents
but contains many entries that seem unlikely to be used by readers: Asia Minor;
Bedford County, Virginia; Bible; Calais, France; Darke County, Ohio, et cetera.
Reader, Dennis J. Coming Back Alive. Random House, 1981. 79-5147. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-
84359-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94359-7. 233p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.99.
Ad Bridget and Dylan had been close friends all through their childhood; it was natural
7-10 that each should turn to the other when miserable. Dylan's parents had had a par-
ticularly bitter divorce, Bridget's had been killed in a car crash. Neither could adjust
to the idea of business-as-usual, so they carefully saved, planned, and equipped
themselves for a retreat to the wilderness. Most of the book is a record of the two
adolescents' acquisition of wilderness skills, although the story also focuses on the
relationship between Bridget and Dylan (they love each other but do not become
lovers) and on their gradual acceptance of the tragedies in their lives. In the end,
Bridget goes back alone. This has the double appeals of the outdoors (the California
mountains) and of coping with the wilderness; it's adequately structured but uneven
in pace and in writing style.
Rees, David. Silence. Elsevier/Nelson, 1981. 81-9713. ISBN 0-525-66756-3. 117p. $10.75.
What happens to seventeen-year-old Kim, in a story by the winner of the 1978
R Carnegie Medal, is not dramatic or unusual--except to Kim. Moping about Judith,
7-10 who's been going out with Neil, Kim is astounded when Neil calls, says Judith is
missing, and--since they both love her--both should go to London to look for her.
They stay with Neil's sister, older than Kim, and Wendy and Kim become lovers.
Then they fall in love, and the story ends with an excited Kim asking Wendy to come
to his suburban home and meet his parents; his time of silence and loneliness is over.
The story shifts periodically to the parental viewpoint, and is nicely knit together as
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Kim's parents recognize his maturity and Kim recognizes that parents need not be
adversaries. Few books describe with such sensitivity the beginnings of a young
man's shift to social and sexual maturity.
Schiffman, Ruth. Turning the Corner. Dial, 1981. 80-25887. ISBN 0-8037-9153-4. 170p. $9.95.
It's more than prosperity that's just around the corer for Rebecca, in this Depres-
Ad sion Era story set in a small Pennsylvania town, it's a change in her life's plans. Told
7-9 in first person, this is a sober, almost somber, picture of the period: the classmates
who cannot find jobs after high school graduation, the suicide of a friend's father,
Rebecca's own despair at being tied to a clerical job and being circumscribed socially
by the small Jewish community of Forgetown. The book is given some color and
period authenticity by the inclusion of Papa's running for sheriff on the Socialist
ticket and by the ensuing persecution this engenders, but it is more a period piece
than a structured narrative, although Rebecca's plans to get further education do
(slowly) materialize. The characters and dialogue are convincing, the writing style
quite impressive for a first novel save for the occasional use of Jewish words that are
not clarified by the context.
Silverstein, Shel. The Missing Piece Meets the Big O; written and illus. by Shel Silverstein.
Harper, 1981. 80-8721. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-025657-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-
025658-3. 93p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
A companion volume to The Missing Piece (reviewed in the October, 1976 issue)
M has the same format, almost empty pages with text ranging from a word to a few
2-4 sentences and line drawings that are small and primitive, looking like a child's draw-
ings. The first book was about a sphere that had lost a wedge; this book is about the
wedge, which is looking for a sphere into which it can fit. Some spheres have too
many pieces missing, one "didn't know a thing about fitting," another "didn't know
a thing about anything." Finally the piece finds a fit, but its own growth soon ends the
partnership. Then the Big O comes along and suggests the piece should roll by itself,
that it will change. So it tries, flopping at first, then its corers wear off and it
becomes rounded and it rolls. In closing, the illustrations show it rolling along in the
company of the Big O. This may have appeal to older readers who can see in it a
lesson about adaptation, free will, human relationships, and so on, but it's slow and
possibly meaningless spinning-out for most children.
Smith, Betsy Covington. Breakthrough: Women in Television. Walker, 1981. 80-54704. ISBN
0-8027-6420-7. 140p. illus. with photographs. $10.95.
Although the text has an occasional stylistic error (". .. this last criteria .. .") it is
R on the whole well written and organized, the eight profiles of women in the television
7-10 industry giving good examples of the diversity of their jobs and of the obstacles many
of them have had as women in an industry dominated by men. Based on interviews,
the accounts show the preparation for careers, entrance into the industry, and factors
that have affected each woman's position and her attitudes toward her work. The
selection and balance of material have been competently decided, and Smith is to be
commended in particular for the fact that she implies that her audience will read with
the same intelligence with which she writes. A glossary and an index are included.
Snyder, Carol. The Great Condominium Rebellion; illus. by Anthony Kramer. Delacorte,
1981. 81-65491. Trade ed. ISBN 0-440-03062-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-03063-3.
149p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
It's thirteen-year-old Stacy who describes the Hanukkah visit she and her brother
make to Fort Lauderdale to see their grandparents, who have left Brooklyn to retire
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M to sunshine and condominium living. Stacy and Marc are dismayed to find that their
4-6 grandparents seldom eat at home, that the condominium swimming pool has rigid
rules and schedules, that they aren't having the fun they'd expected. Stacy is one of
the leading spirits in organizing a confrontation/demonstration to show the con-
dominium residents that they can find interesting things to do, that they can teach
each other, that they could make the whole establishment more fun for their visitors
and for themselves. The writing style is a bit self-consciously cute, the story a bit
overburdened by its message; there's some humor, there are some home truths, but
there are also quite a few stereotypes, both in characterization and in situations.
Stecher, Miriam B. Daddy and Ben Together; illus. with photographs by Alice S. Kendell.
Lothrop, 1981. 81-4425. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00735-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-
00736-8. 24p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.89.
Photographs of the son and husband of the photographer are of adequate quality,
Ad and look less contrived than do most photographic illustrations of family stories. This
4-6 essays no story line but follows the experiences that father and son have in getting
yrs. along equably, especially when they are alone together for a few days. The lesson
(explicit, not implicit) is that one can surmount most situations by remembering to
laugh a lot. Ben remembers this, and it helps. Not substantial or exciting, but pleas-
antly realistic. Daddy and Ben are occasionally a trial to each other, but love and
laughter conquer all minor tribulations.
Stern, Cecily. A Different Kind of Gold; illus. by Ruth Sanderson. Harper, 1981. 80-8452.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-025770-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-025771-7. 128p. Trade ed.
$9.95; Library ed. $9.89.
Cara Leifsen is ten, and she loves her home in the Alaskan wilderness; like the
R other members of her family, she is distressed by the news that a land developer is
5-7 planning to buy a former neighbor's property and build a resort. The story line
focuses on the efforts of the Leifsens and others to pool their resources and buy the
property without letting the developer discover the fact and raise the bid. The efforts
are successful; there's a victory party that coincides with Cara's eleventh birthday.
The title refers to the fact that one old man, last of the neighbors to join the purchas-
ing group, deeds his share of the land to Cara; since he had been a gold miner, he
might have given her gold rather than the land, the "different kind of gold." The plot
gives shape to the book, but it is the pattern of family and community that gives it
substance, and the setting-a very important part of this story-gives it color. With
one exception (Cara's unhappy older brother) the characterization is not deep, but it
is always believable and consistent; the writing style is quite adequate in this first
novel, a bit stiff in exposition, but fluent and natural in dialogue.
Stone, Jon. Christmas Eve on Sesame Street; illus. by Joe Mathieu. Random House/
Children's Television Workshop, 1981. 81-50247. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84733-4;
Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94733-9. 59p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $6.99.
In an oversize book based on the television special (same title) that featured the
M Muppets, this is another piece of pedestrian evidence that what's engaging on the
3-6 screen and in motion doesn't translate well to the printed page. It trades heavily on
yrs. the personalities and popularity of the Muppet characters, but it has mediocre, busy
drawings and a flat writing style. ("He heh heh" may sound funny when Oscar
chuckles on the air, but it doesn't read well.) There are two plots: one is the effort to
find out how Santa Claus gets down the chimney, and after a great deal of pother the
answer is that it's not important; the second, a blatant steal from Guy de Maupassant,
is the sacrifice Ernie and Bert make in exchanging gifts. This will appeal because it's
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the Muppets, and it does have the value of the multiethnic composition of Sesame
Street productions, but it's featherweight as an entity.
Taylor, Mildred D. Let the Circle Be Unbroken. Dial, 1981. 81-65854. ISBN 0-8037-4748-9.
394p. $11.95.
In a trenchant, dramatic sequel to Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, which won the
R 1977 Newbery Medal, Taylor continues the story of the Logan family. This is as well
6-9 written but not as tightly constructed as the first book, covering a series of tangential
events so that it is a family record, a picture of the depression years in rural Mis-
sissippi, and an indictment of black-white relations in the Deep South. A young friend
is convicted of a murder of which he is innocent, a pretty cousin is insulted by some
white boys and her father taunted because he had married a white woman, an elderly
neighbor tries to vote, the government pays farmers to plow their crops under, etc.
The story is told by Cassie, the only girl in a loving family, and is at its best when she
is writing about her family and not about the period.
Thomas, Kathleen. Out of the Bug Jar; illus. by Tom O'Sullivan. Dodd, 1981. 81-43217. ISBN
0-396-07992-X. 125p. $7.95.
Tom, twelve, is the narrator as he reminisces about his experiences two years
Ad earlier, when he'd caught a tooth fairy in his bug collecting jar. Or was it the tooth
3-5 fairy who held Tom captive? A paunchy, tough little being in boots and a baseball
cap, Marvin was dictatorial, capricious, and-worst of all-he had the ability to make
himself invisible, so that Tom couldn't prove his tooth fairy existed. Tom's fear that
Marvin would leave him toothless is the crux of the relationship and is unfortunately
the least believable aspect of the story, even within the fantasy framework. This may,
nevertheless, appeal to readers because the tooth fairy is entertainingly crusty, and
because the story is written with humor although it seems overextended.
Trivelpiece, Laurel. In Love and In Trouble. Pocket Books, 1981. ISBN 0-671-41274-4. 169p.
$1.95.
This is an original paperback, but afar from original story, although it is adequately
M written. Living alone with her overprotective mother, alternately yearning to be with
7-9 her father and angry because he's drinking again, Alma is eager for love. She's had a
crush on Howard, handsome and popular, for many years and she is well aware,
when they become lovers, that he doesn't return her love. When she becomes preg-
nant, Alma insists on having her baby but is persuaded that it would be best for the
child if she gave her up for adoption. This has the usual range of worries about whom
to tell, what to do, where to go; Alma's mother and new stepfather are understand-
ing, Howard is concerned, Alma's friends are sympathetic, nobody rejects her. What
the book doesn't have is any focus or insight that is fresh or illuminating.
Turkle, Brinton. Do Not Open; written and illus. by Brinton Turkle. Dutton, 1981. 80-10289.
ISBN 0-525-28785-X. 29p. $1J.50.
The strong, simple composition that is typical of Turkle is especially well suited to
R the still isolation of deserted beaches, and the combination of rich color used with
K-2 restraint and the framed squares of clear print adds to the visual appeal of the pages.
The story is a nice blend of realism and fantasy, its protagonist a chubby, cheerful
woman who lives in a small house near the ocean and delights in beachcombing.
She's taken aback when she opens a bottle (it says "DO NOT OPEN" but there's a
child's crying coming from the bottle and she can't resist letting it out) and a dark
cloud emerges and turns into a ferocious genie. After the first surprise, Miss Moody
is not afraid; she tricks the genie into turning into a mouse, and it's eaten by her cat
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(found, long ago, on the beach) and she gets home to find her one wish is granted: the
handsome clock she'd once salvaged, which has never run, is ticking cozily away.
Willard, Nancy. A Visit to William Blake's Inn: Poems for Innocent and Experienced Travel-
ers; illus. by Alice and Martin Provensen. Harcourt, 1981. 80-27403. ISBN 0-15-
293822-2. 45p. $10.95.
A delight. The oversize pages, simulating the appearance of old, faded paper, are
R used to full advantage in balancing art, print, and space; the illustrations, imaginative
K-5 in concept, bold in composition and design but subtle in details and tones, are admi-
* rably suited to the effectively combined vigor and nuance of the poetry. One small
error is in the illustrations, which show a stamp and postmark dated 1793, forty-seven
years before the first postage stamps were used. The poems are variably humorous,
thoughtful, or playful, with laminations of meaning; together the poems and pictures
depict the engaging creatures who staff or visit an imaginary inn run by the visionary
painter-poet.
Xhafer, Anita. The Powder Box Lady; written and illus. by Anita Xhafer. Oxford, 1981. ISBN
0-19-554263-0. 26p. $10.95.
Realistically detailed, strongly composed paintings illustrate a slight story in an
M oversize book. The china ornament of the title is greatly admired by Kate; one day,
K-2 while she is examining the powder box on its high shelf at the top of an open cabinet,
Kate slips, and the ornament falls and breaks. She wraps the pieces in a handkerchief
and puts them away. That night she dreams about a land of lost and broken things
where people work busily at repairs, and the next morning she finds the powder box
lady, intact, back on the shelf. It's hard to tell if this is meant to be fantasy or if the
implication is that some other person found and glued the ornament while Kate slept
and dreamed. In any case, it's a tepid story, with all of the strength of the book being
in the paintings, notable for their texture and for the subtle handling of light.
Yolen, Jane H. The Gift of Sarah Barker. Viking, 1981. 80-26443. ISBN 0-670-64580-X. 155p.
$9.95.
Set in the mid-nineteenth century, this tightly structured story vividly portrays the
R primness and the passion of the Shaker community in which two young people fall in
6-9 love despite the rigorous separation practiced as part of the faith. Both Sister Sarah
and Brother Abel try to resist their love and longing, but are finally so obvious that
they are banned from the community and go off, not unhappily, to seek a life together
and to find Sarah's father. Sarah's psychotic mother had told her daughter that her
father was dead; it is, in fact, the drama and the tragedy of Sarah's mother that is the
most affective aspect of a story with good period details, strong characterization, and
a writing style that indicates depths Yolen seldom achieves in writing for younger
children or in writing fantasy.
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